to Keystone...

AND BEYOND!
To Keystone and Beyond!

Keystone Spring Auction 2016

Schedule of Events:
4:30pm - Check-in, Silent Auction Begins, Buffet
5:00pm - Live Auction and Student Performance
30 minutes after the live ends - Silent Auction Closes;
From the moment that human feet hit this beautiful blue planet we call home, we have wondered and speculated about living beings beyond our realm. From cave drawings to holograms to LIGO’s recent recording of gravitational waves from billions of years ago, we continue to stare up at the vast and infinite skies and wonder, "Are we alone?"

Clearly, we have an innate sense that on some level, we may not be. Whether it’s our human arrogance that insists that we are so wonderful that there must be more of us, or a deep spiritual knowing that there must be something bigger, we continue to look for, and dream of, friends from another planet.

This wondering and wandering is so much fun! These processes offer great avenues for inspiration for design of vehicles that will take us to different galaxies FAR, FAR AWAY, and the imaginings of creatures, communities, languages and cultures of what these "others" must be like. From these ideas spring all kinds of inventions, technological advancements, and solutions that push our brains farther and farther every day.

Keystone Adventure School and Farm is full of problem-solving tinkers, engineers, and dreamers. It is truly wonderful to be in the midst of the experts on learning every day! We are growing big thinkers at Keystone. We take a look at learning as the ultimate frontier, and the child’s mind as the greatest vehicle to infinite learning. The mind of a child is a fertile and renewing learning machine! Kids need time and space; we say that the ultimate frontier is the "space" between their ears:). Never fear, hope is not lost for "grown-ups"; by keeping our imaginations active, even adults can experience the thrill and mind-expansion of learning like a child! Take a look at the teachers at Keystone!

Every day, we care for llamas, horses, sheep, chicken and pigeons every day, which involves scooping a lot of poop. We also do a lot of fishing, art, project building, code writing, singing, dancing, and climbing trees. All of these activities are excellent learning adventures and provide time for reflection and rumination. There is time set aside for the more traditional components of "schooling" and our children attack learning with a beautiful curiosity because of their life application experience.
This spring's theme is "To Keystone and Beyond!" It is a space themed-event, and a bit of a twist on the fall theme of "Beyond the Sidewalk." Our program is truly "out of this world," including original songs by our very own Taryn Sutherland and performed by the kids with references from Star Wars, Buzz Lightyear, Frank Sinatra, etc. The kids and all the teachers have worked hard on this for you and we hope you enjoy! The art teacher, Kent Hathaway, has guided the kids through journeys of art and helped them arrive at a beautiful destination with amazing pieces of art! As always, our amazing parent volunteers are really the ones who bring this event home. We are blessed with talented writers, artists, designers, builders, and decorators! A special shout out to Serina Isch, who handles everything in the background and makes my job look easy! Big thanks to the magical people who are guiding your kids every day as the teachers at Keystone. And Gina, who juggles all the craziness! We are so grateful for this amazing team. Deep gratitude goes out to the donors who believe in and support our authentic work with children. Finally, my partner and pal in everything Keystone, John Duhon, is the guy that makes everything real at Keystone every day. But you already knew that!

We couldn't do what we do without the best parents in the universe. Thank you for trusting us with your sparkling kids and for the infinite blessings of learning alongside your remarkable children. They are full of promise, ideas, questions, and silliness. Each of these components holds equal worth in the success of life. They are the perfect partners as we continue our adventure... To Keystone and Beyond!

One thing about these Keystone kids...in answer to the proverbial question, "Are we alone?" They can point to the llamas in space and honestly answer, "Of course not!"

Infinite Blessings.....
Jenny and John
Menu

Appetizers
Guacamole
Pico de Gallo
Chips
Flautas
Seviche

Buffet
Grilled Cheese
Chicken Sliders
Pasta Salad
Spinach Salad
Farro Salad
Ceasar Salad

Kids’ Menu
Chicken Poppers
Fruit
Popcorn

Dessert
Banana Pudding
Shooting Stars and Planet Cookies
Brownie Sheet Cake
Cupcakes

Catering by Kam’s Kookery
www.kamskookery.com
Faculty and Staff

John Duhon
Co-founder and Co-director

Jenny Dunning
Co-founder and Co-director

Missy Benear
Chris Canning
Gina Culbreath
Kyle Elliott
Kent Hathaway
Andy Heuer
Serina Isch
LaHonda Lerma
Marinly Lipscomb
Jamie MacIvor
Amber Sawyer
Taryn Sutherland
Kristy Trent
Donna Armstrong
Lauren Beardsley

Board of Directors

John Duhon
Jenny Dunning
Rick Dunning
Steve McDonnold
Bliss Morris
Armand Paliotta
Cathy Perri

Auction Committee

Jenny Dunning - Chair
Serina Isch - Co-Chair

Silent Co-Chairs
Hayley Marks and Ariana Lapierre

Kristina Amiraslani
Rebecca Faulkner Branum
Gina Culbreath
John Duhon
Camden Dunning
Kamala Gamble
Aubry Gragg
Kent Hathaway
Melanie Larson
Nicole Kohmescher
LaHonda Lerma
Laci Liter
Trina Bose North
Linda Pruitt
Amber Sawyer
Hannah Dunning Sharp
Taryn Sutherland
Susan Taunton - Tables
Keystone Donors

The Giving Tree

George and Nancy Records
E.L. and Thelma Gaylord Foundation
Hubert and Rae Gragg
The Anschutz Foundation
Joanie and the late Bill Payne
Kirkpatrick Foundation
Rick and Jenny Dunning Family
John Duhon
Susan Bergen
Nikki Edwards
Tricia Everest
Jimmy and Christie Everest
Merrick Foundation
Isch and Associates
Jackie and Paula McHenry
Sue Ann Arnall
Kamala Gamble and Lance Cornman
Jon and Dee Dee Stuart
Smart Shelters
Toby and Tricia Covel
Serge Ibaka
OKC Thunder
Rachelle and Reggie Whitten
Kim and Suzette Hatfield
Craig and Jennifer Hodgens
Kam’s Kookery
Guilford Gardens
Serina and Chris Isch
Brad and Kim Henry
Barry and Becky Switzer
Bob and Carol Stoops
Mike and Jill Kahn
Robin and Craig Starke in honor of
Suellen Orbach Singer
Mid America Roofing and Construction
Robert and Jean Ann Thompson
Mitsuno Reedy
Sandi Shaw
Missy and Tony Benear
Camden Dunning
Jason and Lindsay Thompson
Nova Property Network
Oklahoma Homebuilders
Kent and Emily Hathaway
Phil and Cathy Busey
Matt Moffett
Bill Cameron
Shannon Cornman
Howard and Shannon Lewis
Designer Rugs
Brian and Jana Busey

A Light in the Attic

Claude and Lindy Rappaport
Greg White
Bancfirst
David and Aimee Harlow
Marilynne’s Skin Care
John West
E. Maire Art / Emily Shoffner
Marjorie Wetwiska
Guilford Gardens
Brandilyn and Miles Dunning
Thank you to our wonderful and faithful donors who give in a multitude of ways. Keystone would not be what it is today without you!!
“There are so many things that you really should know. And that’s why I’m bothering telling you so.”—Dr. Seuss

**SILENT AUCTION RULES**

1. Your **bid number** is located on the back of the event program you received at registration.

2. The Silent auction will **close** 30 minutes following the close of the live auction.

3. An announcement will be made before close.

4. Each item will be accompanied by a **bid sheet**. To place a bid write bid number and amount of bid on first available line of bid sheet.

5. Each bid raise must be entered in round dollar increments of no less than the bid increment notation at the top of the bid sheet. Any bid raise entered in an amount less than the noted bid increment will automatically be raised to meet the bid increment specified.

6. No item shall be sold for less than the **minimum bid** specified on the bid sheet.

7. The highest bid at closing time will be identified as the **winning bid**. This decision will be rendered by the Auction Committee, whose decision shall be final.

8. Silent auction **winners will be posted** by item number along with bidder number at the check-in desk thirty (30) minutes following the closing of the silent auction.

9. Any items with **no bids** or final bids less than the minimum bid specified will remain the property of the school.

**LIVE AUCTION RULES**

1. Your **bid number** is located on the back of the event program you received at registration.

2. The live auction will begin at approximately 5:30 p.m. All live auction items will be presented by Auctioneer and bidding will begin at amount announced by Auctioneer.

3. Place a **bid** by raising your auction bid number so it may be seen by Auctioneer and/or bid spotters around the room who will acknowledge your bid(s).

4. Auctioneer will **announce winning bidder** of item acknowledging bidder number and final bid price.

5. A representative of the auction committee will deliver a **bid detail sheet** to winning bidder which includes item number, final bid price, and item description at the close of each live auction item.
6. Bid detail sheet(s) should be retained by winning bidder(s) and redeemed for check out in the school office immediately following auction close.

CHECK OUT RULES

1. Check out will take place at the check-in tables.

2. Immediately following the close of the Live Auction you will need to bring the following items to the office in order to check out.
   - Bidder Number (on back of program)
   - Cash, Check, or Credit Card

3. Members of the auction committee will be available to assist you in collecting your auction purchases following check out.

4. All items must be paid for by the close of the evening. Please do not leave without paying for and receiving your items.

5. All sales are final.

6. Any redemption specifications by the donor must be respected.
   If you have any questions, please ask for assistance.

GENERAL AUCTION NOTES

Keystone Adventure School and Farm, Inc. is acknowledged as a 501(c)(3) non-profit school by the United States Internal Revenue Service (IRS). According to IRS regulations, when a contributor to a charitable organization also receives benefit from the contribution (i.e. donation in exchange for goods and/or services), the purchaser/contributor can deduct only the amount of the donation that exceeds the value of the goods/services received (SO BID IT HIGH FOR KEYSTONE, AND STICK IT TO THE MAN). Good faith estimates of the value of each auction item will be available upon request at check out. Please contact a tax professional to determine the deduction allowed for items purchased during the auction.

The auction committee has diligently endeavored to describe auction items accurately; however, all items are sold "as is" with no warranty, expressed or implied. No statement contained in the auction program, auction bid sheets, item description sheets/cards, or expressed orally during the auction or at any other time shall be deemed to constitute a warranty, representation, or assumption of liability. Buyer waives any claim for liability against Keystone Adventure School and Farm including its employees and agents and donors for any personal injury or damages to property that may result from the utilization, transport, or other association of the goods or services purchased at auction.

Gift certificates, services, and trips must be redeemed within one (1) year of auction date unless otherwise noted by provider. Time, date, and other restrictions as specified by donor must be respected. Taxes, tips, and beverages are typically not included in restaurant/service gift certificates unless otherwise noted.
Silent Auction

S-1. Brain Waves of the Future
Lessen the drama in your child's life with these one-on-one tutoring sessions sure to build their confidence. This package is for 5 hours of tutoring in ACT, SAT, PSAT, GRE, GMAT, LSAT or any basic K-12 subject. Prepare for your upcoming exam or spruce up your skills! Contact Serina Isch to arrange details. Please allow at least two weeks’ notice.
Value: $375
Donor: Serina Isch

S-2. Dive In with Lea
The American Girl Doll 2016 Girl of the Year is Lea Clark from the tropical Amazon forest. She must take her fear of the ocean head-on with a little help from her sea turtle friends to help herself and ultimately to save her family from danger. Lea is an inspiration to children everywhere to listen to their inner selves and be brave and confident even in the face of their fears. This includes Lea, paperback book, messenger bag with accessories, hair brush and stuffed sea turtle.
Value: $200
Donor: Dunning girls

S-3. BeForever in Love with Samantha!
At the turn of the twentieth century, life is not always easy as pie for Samantha Parkington. Though with a generous heart and a knack for finding meaning in everyday situations, she navigates Progressive America with a spirit of adventure. Set includes the American Girl Classic Samantha doll, outfit, Samantha’s Painting set with easel, paint set, and watercolor painting, special hair brush and paperback book.
Value: $200
Donor: Dunning girls
S-4. A Horse of a Different Time
Travel to another era of time on the back of this elegant, prancing draft horse from the American Girl collection! Her mahogany brown coat, posable leg and neck offer hours of imaginative play with dolls or just on her own. She comes with a faux leather bridle and stunning turquoise reins.
Value: $100
Donor: Keystone

S-5. A Peek into the Ocean
Lea, American Girl’s 2016 Girl of the Year, won’t let her fear of the ocean hold her back! Her clear-bottom kayak, pretend underwater camera, collapsible sail, life vest, and paddle that your American Girl doll can really hold are a cosmic addition to any American Girl collection.
Value: $85
Donor: Keystone

S-6. Bedlam Theory, aka, Chaos Theory!
Sooner fans are gearing up for an exciting football season. As the last conference game of the season, Bedlam 2016 may just blast you out of this world! Don’t miss out on the action, because OU/OSU will surely sell out. Secure your seats today with 2 tickets to the Bedlam game in OU donor seating on Saturday, December 3rd in Norman. This game is always exciting and full of surprises!
Value: $500
Donor: Dunning family
S-7. Sonic Boom-er Sooner
For those devoted fans who never pack away their crimson and cream, spring is the best time to plan for football season. Mark your calendar now for this Sooner home game excitement by securing a premium pair of tickets for the OU-Baylor game on November 12, 2016. This package includes two tickets to this home game in donor seating around the 40-yard line, guaranteeing you a stellar view of the Sooner action!
Value: $500
Donor: The Dunning Family

S-8. Oh Heavenly Gardens!
“Traveling through hyperspace ain’t like dusting crops, farm boy.” Let the professionals at Guilford Gardens handle the farming while you and your family enjoy a month of plentiful baskets of the fruits (and veggies) of their labor weekly. Each basket includes a Garden’s newsletter and recipes. Deliverable within Guilford Gardens delivery area. Flowers can be substituted for produce. (Includes one basket per week for four weeks).
Value: $200
Donor: Guilford Gardens

S-9. Best Food in the Universe!
Enjoy delicious meals from Kam’s Kookery that will certainly make your family’s heart grow, without lifting a finger! This package includes four gourmet home-cooked meals for your family. A meal each week for a family of 4 or more over the course of a month. Keep your waistline from growing by choosing ultra-healthy dishes, or indulge your soul with yummy comfort foods! Sample menu: baby fried okra, Panzanella salad, smoked Cornish Hens, sautéed swiss chard, and homemade banana pudding. Meals will consist of our organically grown vegetables and happy meat (local, humanely-raised and harvested, antibiotic free).
Value: $200
Donor: Kamala Gamble, Kam’s Kookery
S-10. Judge Me By My Size, Do You?
Galactic ganache, supernova spice cake, crescent moon cupcakes...
Team up with your little one and unleash your culinary imagination!
Shoot for the stars with this basket lovingly created by Ms. Marilyn’s class brimming with utensils, gadgets, tools of the trade, and so much more.
Donor: Marilyn’s Class

S-11. Solar Flare!
The trees are blooming, the birds are chirping, the sun is shining... are you ready? Prepare yourself for play this summer with this jam-packed basket full of fun-in-the-sun stuff for you and the kids to enjoy, courtesy of Missy’s class.
Donor: Missy’s Class

S-12. Lego My Echo!
Build a Lego Bridge to the Moon! Everything is awesome, especially legos! This classic building toy is full of endless possibilities! You can never have too many legos. Snatch up this fabulous basket to add to or begin your lego collection.
Donor: John’s Class

S-13. “Road Trip” to the Stars!
Get pumped for your next family road trip with a basket full of goodies to entertain during those long hours on the blacktop. Amber’s class has compiled a basket that is guaranteed to silence any who utter “Are we there yet?”...at least for a little bit.
Donor: Amber’s Class
S-14. The Force is Strong With This One!
A long time ago in the Milky Way galaxy, a franchise as big as the universe was born (and then reborn a couple times). Enjoy a Star Wars-themed basket designed by Serina’s class chock-full of collectibles, toys to spark the imagination, and hidden adventures yet to be discovered. The Force is strong with this one!
Donor: Serina’s Class

S-15. Are Those Doughnuts or Saturn’s Rings with Sugar on Top?
The child will be the center of attention as they will receive a book, t-shirt, and, of course, a doughnut & juice. The other children in the class will also receive a doughnut and juice as we all celebrate on the Keystone campus! Schedule a date with Ms. Marilyn prior to May 10th.
Donor: Marilyn Lipscomb

S-16. Iridium Flare!
To Jenny’s Infiniti and beyond!!! Give your child a ‘hooky pass’ to explore the metro area with our one and only Jenny Dunning. Museums, parks, cultural attractions… the sky’s the limit for an afternoon of adventure to be scheduled and planned with Jenny. Allow two weeks’ notice. Your child will be back at Keystone in time for carpool or can be dropped off directly at your house.
Donor: Jenny Dunning

S-17. Be a Big Dipper!
Start your warm weather plans today! Your family and a friend of your child will spend an afternoon swimming and playing with Missy this summer with a private pool party at Missy’s house. This will include a lifeguard for the kids’ safety. Imagine cooling off on a hot summer day by diving into a crowd-free, sparkling, clean pool. Last one in the pool is a rotten egg!
Donor: Missy Benear
S-18. A Day on Starship Duhon!
Four hours of fun at Edmond’s Lake Arcadia with John aboard his pontoon boat. This afternoon is for up to 4 people and can be comprised of one or more of the following: fishing, swimming, tubing, kneeboating, skiing or just boating. John will chat with you and help you decide how to best spend your day depending on what you want to do. This can be a kids only trip or a family trip, your choice. Trip will include drinks and snacks, all you will need is your swimsuit and towel. John will schedule your afternoon on the lake with you for a day this summer. So get ready to take advantage of playing on the lake. Note: Pontoons are not necessarily good for adults to ski behind, but all other activities are fun for adults and great for kids.
Donor: John Duhon

S-19. Take Me to Your Leader!
Make your next party a Minecraft event! Journey into the Universe of the Minecraft sandbox world as Serina hosts a Minecraft session for 3 hours in a customized game world for up to 15 guests. Enjoy the Keystone facilities for the party with Serina on site to guide your guests through their Minecraft adventure. All you need to provide is the food, refreshments, and any decorations. Please allow at least a two-week notice.
Donor: Serina Isch

S-20. Somewhere...Over the Rainbow...
Surprise your little artist with a journey through the Universe of mixed media with a one-on-one arts and crafts class hosted by Keystone’s own Taryn and Gina. In this three-hour session your child and 3 friends (ages Kindergarten and up) will experience the joy of experimenting with exciting crafting techniques of acrylic on canvas, creative mosaic, or decoupage to create a work of art! All materials and snacks will be included. Class will be held in Keystone Art room.
Donors: Gina Culbreath and Taryn Sutherland
S-21. Futuristic Fabric!
Do you have piles of artwork that your kiddos have brought home from school or made at home? Want another way to display their artwork other than hanging it on the fridge or framing it? Here's a fantastic way to display art in a space we spend a lot of time in--your home! So turn your kid’s art into tea towels, a stuffed animal, or gift wrap; your child will feel so special and proud to see their drawings on display.
Options include:

- **Tea Towels**: Your child’s drawings will be printed on a linen-cotton canvas fabric and made into a set of tea towels perfect to display in your kitchen.
- **Stuffed Animal**: Your child’s drawing of a creature, person, animal, object, etc. will be printed on a sturdy cotton fabric and sewn into a stuffed playmate.
- **Gift Wrap**: Your child’s drawings will be turned into a repeat pattern and printed on a 26 in x 6 ft roll of satin gift wrap.

Donor: Taryn Sutherland

S-22. “Moon” Rock Climbing
A small step for mankind can be a giant leap for kid kind! Join Keystone’s fearless PE teacher, Kyle, on a fun-filled day of rock climbing at “Climb Up Rock Climbing Gym” in Norman. This experience will include two hours bouldering, top roping, and slack lining. This trip has a 3 child limit and the kiddos must be 1st grade or above. Please give 2 weeks’ notice
Donor: Kyle Elliott

S-23. “Knock It Out of the Galaxy!”
Enjoy the Dodgers and dinner with Amber and Kristy. The winner of this item will be able to send two kids to go see an OKC Dodgers baseball game and have dinner downtown. After winning this item you will meet with Amber and Kristy to schedule a convenient date for both parties.
Donor: Amber Sawyer and Kristy Trent
S-24. Set Your Star Chart for the Quest of the Crystal Bridge!
A treasure map has been discovered at Keystone! The map hints at a mysterious trail that will lead to a great treasure to be uncovered in a "Crystal Bridge." This expedition will take explorers from deserts to the jungles, all right here in OKC. As the urban sherpa, Andy will be the guide to the map and its mysteries. This expedition is available for one to two Keystone kids looking for some adventure. This expedition is designed as an approximately 3- to 4-hour weekday field trip leaving Keystone shortly after 9:00 am and returning after lunch. Please contact Andy to schedule your expedition by May 1st.

- Admission to Crystal Bridge Tropical Conservatory
- Myriad Botanical Gardens playground time
- Lunch at Empire Slice House in the nearby Plaza District
- Amazing Andy’s guide abilities, mediocre plant knowledge, and ability to find downtown parking

Donor: Andy Heuer

S-25. “Move to the Light” Food Sensitivity Testing
Fear is the path to the dark side, so don’t leave your family in the dark when it comes to food allergies! Enlighten yourself with food sensitivity testing from Dr. Laura Miles. Food sensitivities are common and can lead to unwitting side effects such as headaches, joint pain, inflammation, irritable bowels symptoms, eczema, and more to boot. This package includes:

- One ALCAT comprehensive food panel for 150 foods, 10 food additives, and 10 colors
- One high-quality, daily probiotic
- A 30-minute review of test results with Dr. Laura Miles, MD

Value: $690

Donor: Dr. Laura Miles, MD
S-26. Healing from Terra Firma – Doterra Essential Oils
For their intrinsic benefits and beautiful fragrance, essential oils have long been used for food preparation, beauty treatment, and health care practices. This package features an assortment of Doterra essential oils and spa products complete with an oil diffuser. Doterra International, LLC produces and distributes exceptionally high quality CPTG Certified Pure Therapeutic Grade essential oils.
Value: $300
Donor: Nicole Kohmescher

S-27. Healing at Light Speed! (Package A)
If your neck or back could need a little, or a lot of work, then this package for an initial consultation, exam, and x-rays from Schuck Chiropractic will get you on your way to relief. It comes with a container of BioFreeze to provide immediate relief for your joints and muscles.
Value: $500
Donor: Schuck Chiropractic, Dr. Schuck

S-28. Healing at Light Speed! (Package B)
If your neck or back could need a little, or a lot of work, then this package for an initial consultation, exam, and x-rays from Schuck Chiropractic will get you on your way to relief. It comes with a container of BioFreeze to provide immediate relief for your joints and muscles.
Value: $500
Donor: Schuck Chiropractic, Dr. Schuck
S-29. “New Day Beginning”
Bring the breath of fresh morning light to your home every minute of the day! This 10”X10” acrylic on canvas is a one-of-a-kind piece inspired from a stunning Oklahoma sunrise. You will feel awake and refreshed every time these beautiful colors meet your eyes.
Value: $50
Donor: Missy Benear

S-30. You Look Out of This World!
The premiere staff at RJ’s Salon in Edmond have years of experience helping their clients aim for the stars. Any of their luscious salon services will lift your spirits and do good for the soul. Enjoy a facial and collection of skin care products. Why not treat yourself to a professionally guided makeover, and let RJ’s staff bring a little “Out of this World Beauty” to your look!
Value: $100
Donor: RJ’s Salon

S-31. “Butterflies”
Spring is a time of rebirth and revival. Shannon Cornman’s 11”X14” “Butterflies” is an homage to delicate balances and ethereal beauty. Bold colors, crisp textures, and tantalizing movement are frozen in time as two butterflies flutter together, pausing to sip sweet nectar in the life-giving sunlight. This stunning photograph is sure to be a ray of sunshine year-'round.
Donor: Shannon Cornman

S-32. “Snowy Egret”
This stunning photograph is on 11”X14” canvas. The migratory pattern of the graceful egret has long been a coveted natural wonder of Oklahoma. Keep your eyes peeled, because the snowy egret usually makes its appearance in Oklahoma in mid-April. Elegantly captured, Shannon Cornman’s “Snowy Egret” will too be a coveted possession in any home.
Donor: Shannon Cornman
S-33. “Moon City”
This 17“X26” on thick canvas is a timed exposure taken of the Oklahoma River, the strong and silent totem of Oklahoma City. The seven-mile portion of the Canadian River south of Oklahoma City was renamed in 2004 after being developed into a series of small lakes. Scenic trails for biking and foot traffic border the river that is now host to many lively regattas and boating events. Take home a little piece of the spirit of Oklahoma City!
Donor: Shannon Cornman

S-34. “The Hand”
This 20“x30” photograph on this canvas is a timed film exposure taken 50 feet below the ground, inside the Lower Antelope Canyon near Page, Arizona. Navajo call the canyon “Hasdeztwazi” for the Pronghorn Antelope which freely roamed the area. Thousands of years of Mother Nature’s work have etched the otherworldly geologic wonder, masterfully captured by the talented Shannon Cornman.
Donor: Shannon Cornman

S-35. UFO Stands for “Unbelievable Family of Ours”
Spring is the perfect time for fresh family portrait photos. Adorn your home with a beautiful family portrait. Start with a one-hour photography session at a beautiful background location to be arranged with photographer Shannon Cornman. Shannon will provide you with the digital rights and the final digital photos to use as you would like!
Donor: Shannon Cornman

S-36. Home Planet: EARTH!
Enjoy vegetable & flower garden advice from master gardener Kamala Gamble. This package includes a site visit, soil recommendations, and advice/help with planting with up to 2 hours on site and up to 2 hours of additional consultation via phone, email, or text.
Donor: Kamala Gamble
S-37. Sam Kahre is From Another Planet!
You will see stars when you are serenaded by former Keystone kid Sam Kahre’s passionate cello music in an one hour concert with both acoustic and electric cello. He can surprise your beloved at a restaurant, at work…just about anywhere! This is a memory maker for sure…a unique token of affection for an anniversary birthday or just to say “I love you.” Sam has played before Thunder games, with Jacque Evancho in the first ever Global Virtual Symphony, and even with Mark Wood of Trans-Siberian Orchestra in the Electrify Your Strings program. Details to be arranged with donor.
Value: $145
Donor: Sam Kahre

S-38. Fitness is Not an Alien Language!
Let Body Language Gym and Personal Training Studio give you the tools to be a 10 on any planet! This package includes a 3-month membership to Body Language Gym and Personal Training Studio which includes access to all available gym equipment and classes!
Value: $130
Donor: Body Language Gym

S-39. Sweep the Stars!
After all this wet winter weather, it’s time to kick your spring cleaning into high gear! Refresh your home or business with a carpet cleaning for up to 2500 square feet from Swift Flooring Services. Their superior service will get your carpets clean enough for a king!
Value: $250
Donor: Lindsay and Jason Thompson, Swift Cleaning
S-40. Ewoks Love Creekside!
Secure a beautiful venue for your next important event. The Creekside Chapel and Gardens is the perfect location for your next shower or dinner. This lovely and convenient spot on Western Avenue in Edmond can be used for an event of up to 24 people. Creekside Chapel and Garden will provide tables, chairs, stemware, and clean-up crew, and they can recommend a DJ and/or caterer to perfectly complete your event. The date should be arranged with the chapel’s event coordinator. Some restrictions apply. The event must be scheduled by October 2, 2016.
Value: $1500
Donor: Creekside Chapel and Garden and Becky Ivins

S-41. Chewbacca Would Love This!
Emily Hathaway, M.S., CCC-SLP (Speech-Language Pathologist and Clinical Director) is offering a comprehensive evaluation of your child’s speech and language skills. This package includes a standardized test of articulation skills as well as receptive and expressive language skills followed by a consultation meeting with the parents to discuss results of the evaluation and recommendations. The evaluation must be scheduled by October 2, 2016 at their NW OKC location.
Value: $185
Donor: Speech Pathway

S-42. Bounce on the MOON!
Elevate the fun at your next party with an 18-foot inflatable slide from iBounce Inflatables, www.ibounceok.com. Your kids and all their friends will have 8 full hours of moon bouncing, with no negative space-travel after-effects! No date restrictions, but scheduling is subject to availability.
Value: $350
Donor: Shahan and Josephine Stutes
S-43. **Family Yoda, I mean, YOGA!**
This one-month family yoga package is perfect for families with all levels of experience practicing yoga. Wherever you are, Yoga Bliss will take you higher. Relaxation, strength, and inner peace are just a few of the lasting benefits of yoga. *Get in touch with the universe!*
Value: $120
Donor: Darci Janzen, Yoga Bliss

S-44. **Light Sabers at the Ready!**
From the Friendly planet of Ace Hardware comes this arsenal of 4 Marshmallow Shooters and 2 Marshmallow Bows. You will be ready to defend your right to make and eat as many s'mores as you want with this kind of back up!
Value: $75
Donor: Terry Yontz and Westlake Ace Hardware Store

S-45. **Designer Threads**
Choose between the “Amelia” dress or an “Irma” tunic with leggings from up and coming designer, Alexis Chanthavisouk! You can’t go wrong with either outfit as you plan your getaway to that cute bed and breakfast in the next galaxy!
Value: $65
Donor: Alexis Chanthavisouk

S-46. **The Best Style in the Galaxy**
Gil’s Clothing and Denim Bar is known statewide as “the” place for the freshest styles of women’s and men’s jeans. But Gil’s is more than just jeans... If it’s trending in New York or LA, it’s already arrived at Gil’s in Oklahoma City. With this fabulous gift card package you can choose from the latest fashions for trendsetters of any age.
Value: $200
Donors: Gil’s Clothing and Denim Bar, Gil and Janet Mitchell
S-47. Even Under a Space Suit...
If there’s one thing that you should never skimp on, it’s undergarments. A perfect gift for that friend you never know what to get, your mother-in-law, teacher appreciation day, your bank teller... a gift certificate to the fantastic Lingerie Store in Nichols Hills is a gift that will be appreciated long after it’s given. Go ahead, put a smile on someone’s face!
Value: $200
Donor: Lingerie Store

S-48. Superheroes Walk Among Us
Build your own superhero with this kit from Learning Tree Toy Store. Start with the Action figure, name him, write your own story about your superhero, and illustrate it. Then put on your own cape and take care of business! Up, Up and Away!
Value: $70
Donor: Learning Tree Toy Store

S-49. Get that Galactic Glow
Let Kim Merten Spa/Studio 5 make your skin shine with a pampering facial. Travel to an exotic planet with a Sensory Journey facial or stick close to earth with a European facial and brow wax. Reveal a face that is glowing and totally you!
Value: $200
Donor: Kim Merten, Spa/ Studio 5

S-50. Planetary Perfection!
Reward yourself with spring ‘cleansing’! A gift certificate for Body Solutions 2.0, where ‘spa’ doesn’t even scratch the surface. Their exclusive staff is comprised of the aestheticians, massage therapists and licensed nurses who are all working to take care of you. Services include Ideal Protein Weight Loss, Laser Hair Removal, Exilis Elite Body Contouring, BOTOX and fillers. Bring your problems and Body Solutions 2.0 will have a solution! Offer includes $300 toward any service (excluding eyelashes).
Value: $300
Donor: Kammi McNeal and Body Solutions
S-51. Green Goodies Are Not Always From Mars!
Green Goodies is an Oklahoma City-based cupcakery & café with an emphasis on providing something for every dietary need and/or restriction. They take pride in their mouth-watering gluten-free and vegan options. All of their cupcakes are made from scratch daily with the highest quality of ingredients, such as cage free eggs & hormone free milk. In addition to their cupcakes, they offer farm to table inspired lunches with a wide selection of sandwiches, salads, and soups. All varieties are made from scratch and to order!
Value: $50
Donor: Green Goodies

S-52. On a Whim, Let’s Go To Jupiter!
Once again, the generous folks from “On A Whim” have come up with a fun and whimsical donation to our auction! One step inside that store, and you know you’ve traveled to a different planet full of color, design and yumminess. Thanks “On A Whim”!
Value: $150
Donor: On a Whim

S-53. Twinkle Toes
No moon boots required! Let your inner ballerina trip the light fantastic in an hour-long dance/yoga session that will leave you empowered, centered, and sore in a good way. Float away on the music as you build balance, strength, and flexibility with 3 sessions at any Barre3 location. Visit www.barre3.com for more information and to find out all about Barre3.
Value: $125
Donor: Andrea Mason
S-54. **Take a Bath in the Milky Way!**
Transport your mind and body without leaving your home planet. Step into Udander Spa in downtown OKC where you can choose from a steam shower, soak in a hot tub, have an herbal foot rub, massage or facial. Thanks to Udander, you can become a new person in an afternoon!
Value: $110
Donor: Andrea Mason/Udander Spa

S-55. **Astronaut Training!**
This package includes Motor Reflex Screening for Integrated Therapy Program and a 2-hour appointment with the Director of our Therapy program. The appointment includes checking presence of 5 primitive reflexes, evaluation of fine and gross motor skills, spatial awareness, bilateral coordination, as well testing the child's eye skills needed in school. Parents are allowed to attend this appointment and witness testing first hand and would leave the appointment with an exercise plan to work on to build needed skills to succeed.
Value: $197
Donor: Dr. Sam Oliphant/ Tina Oliphant/Lisa Bixler/Advanced Family Eye Care

S-56. **Flying Saucers!**
Jonathan Adler scores big with his “Nixon” pattern in green and white. Take home this fine china collection from Culinary Kitchen including large platter, bowl, and Jonathan Adler pop candle in Earl Gray. Also included is this Vinovinti Remove Smooth Improve carbonic acid extractor for white and red wine.
Value: $220
Donor: Culinary Kitchen
S-57. At the Speed of Hi-Lights!
Belleza Salon holds a longstanding reputation among OKC’s elite for excellence in cut, color, and style. Enjoy this $125 gift certificate to Belleza Salon and get a cutting-edge new style with a haircut and custom color by Machell. Call early for an appointment; Machell is always in high demand!
Value: $125
Donor: Machell Clayton at Belleza Salon

S-58. “We Found Love!”
This happy piece is an original framed acrylic and gouache on canvas board from ME Home Design Studio in OKC. Brighten the mood in any room with this lovely lyrical art on your wall.
Value: $300
Donor: Elaine Price and Mindy Brown

S-59. Keedo Speeder
Keedo Children’s clothing in Northpark Mall is “The” place for all the current and popular brands in children’s clothing, shoes, and accessories. From Tea to Uggs, you will find more than your heart’s desire. Hey moms, they also carry great travel bags, diaper bags and backpacks for your needs! Spend this gift certificate any way you want!
Value: $50
Donor: Keedo Children’s Clothing

S-60. Defy Gravity!
Roll back yesterday and celebrate tomorrow with glowing, youthful skin. You’ll feel like a new person with this luxurious skincare package for women. Step into a fresh future with a facial from Marilynne’s Skin Care! Package includes a certificate for a regular facial and several Murad signature products.
Value: $150
Donor: Marilynne’s Skin Care, Jenny Dunning
S-61. Tennis Balls…or UFOs?? (Package A)
Take the tennis game to new heights this summer with Coach Craig Stark’s tennis camp. Bring your game-face--breaking the sound barrier is optional. This package includes one reserved spot in a 1-week session of the Discover Tennis Program at Putnam City North this summer. Craig will also include a racket and balls fitted for your success.
Value: $220
Donor: Craig Starke

S-62. Tennis Balls…or UFOs?? (Package B)
Take the tennis game to new heights this summer with Coach Craig Stark’s tennis camp. Bring your game-face--breaking the sound barrier is optional. This package includes one reserved spot in a 1-week session of the Discover Tennis Program at Putnam City North this summer. Craig will also include a racket and balls fitted for your success.
Value: $220
Donor: Craig Starke

S-63. Fly Me to the Moon
Play among the stars! Get ready for a fun flight around Oklahoma City. Take a ride in a 4-seat Piper Arrow 200 and snap pictures of dynamic Oklahoma City. Experienced Pilot and Keystone Dad, Lance Cornman, will treat the winner to breakfast or lunch at the Runway Cafe at Wiley Post Airport where your flight will depart.
Donor: Lance Cornman

S-64. My Own Rocket Mobile
Cruise around in kids-only style! A perfect fit for your child’s independent propulsion, this battery-powered vehicle is a must have for interplanetary treks through your backyard or neighborhood.
Value: $300
Donor: Keystone Adventure School and Farm
S-65. Uptown, Downtown, All Around the Town!
It's hip to hang at "The Curve" and thanks to owner Carolyn Goldman, you can enjoy this gift from Uptown Kids!
Donor: Carolyn Goldman and Uptown Kids Clothing Store

S-66. Stylish to the Stars...And the Moon!
Trip the Light Fantastic at the talented hands of Erin Thomas from LOC Salon. This complete package includes color, haircut, blowout, color gloss by Erin. The salon basket also includes 6-8 products from LOC.
Value: $300
Donor: Erin Thomas and LOC Salon

S-67. The Final Frontier
Jumpstart your summer plans with wet-and-wild Frontier City/White Water passes. This is your ticket to an interstellar adventure right here in OKC. Plot a course for family fun with four passes and food coupons good for a fantastic day at either White Water or Frontier City.
Value: $180
Donor: Erin and David Thomas

S-68. Build Your Own Droid
Your young engineer will love a chance to tinker! Enjoy one week of your choice at TechJOYnT's summer robotics camp. Each camp week runs from Monday-Thursday for 8 hours a day. In the mornings participants work in robotics, while they get to explore game design in the afternoon. This package is good for one creative inventor, ages 5-14!
Value: $480
Donor: TechJOYnT
S-69. Bask in the Moonlit Garden
Float the along the Milky Way with Moonlit Garden's high quality, organic body scrub, bath salts, foot oil, body butter, and aromatherapy oil. Essential oils are carefully and thoughtfully woven together to create blissful aromas for mind, body, and soul.
Value: $50
Donor: Moonlit Garden Aromatherapy, Heather Scott

S-70. Houston, We Can Solve that Problem!
There's no problem that Goldie Blox-Girl Inventor can't solve! Invite your little inventor to join Goldie on her latest adventure that will have them both flying high. This story kit will have your child on the edge of their seat as they construct a zip line to propel Goldie to stars.
Value: $65
Donor: Kristina and Yosef Amiraslani, The Changing Table

S-71. Welcome to Our Space
Welcome human and alien guests warmly with this beautiful, handcrafted wall-hanging made by the talented artists in Amber's class. This dreamlike piece was needle-felted with all the sky-high aspirations of Keystone kid's enormous hearts and little hands -- a keepsake to cherish for years to come.
Value: Priceless
Donor: Amber's class

S-72. Space Place
Papa's got a brand new bag! Space may be the final frontier, but it takes a real man to be serious when it’s time to change the doll’s diapers, fix lunches, and keep everything together! This package includes “out-of-this-world” Ju-Ju-Be doll diapers, a Ju-Ju-Be space-themed lunch pack, and a Ju-Ju-Be small bag.
Value: $70
Donor: Kristina and Yosef Amiraslani, The Changing Table
S-73. The Future is Female!
Begin to create the room of the future with this pink floral 2’ X 3’ wool rug and pink embroidered floral pillow all from Designer Rugs on North Western in OKC!
Value: $210
Donor: Designer Rugs

S-74. Off We Go, Into the Wild Blue Yonder
Start a room around this beautiful blue floral 2’ X 3’ wool rug and appliqued nature scene pillow! Designer Rugs always flies high with their choices on colors for a happy life!
Value: $240
Donor: Designer Rugs

S-75. Gravity Waves of Pink!
Stop and listen…can you hear that chirp of gravity waves billions of years ago? Thanks to LIGO, we can! Now enjoy this beautiful 2’ X 3’ wool rug in waves of pinks and neutrals. Add in this timely pillow that simply says, “DON'T ASK!” Okay, I won’t...but I really want to!
Value: $240
Donor: Designer Rugs

S-76. Happy Feet!
We are all in love with this pensive penguin and his fuchsia belly! No wonder his feet are so happy! Find the perfect spot for this new handmade, hand-dyed, hand pulled, boiled wool penguin to perch. Happy feet make a happy home!
Value: $145
Donor: Designer Rugs
**S-77. Itsy, Bitsy, Teenie, Weenie, Yellow and Pink and Purple and Green Polka Dot...Rug!**

This fabulous 2’ X 3’ wool rug with colorful dots is a great accent piece for any happy room! And just because we couldn’t help ourselves, we are throwing in this fabulous handmade, hand appliqued, hand-dyed wool Mariposa, aka, butterfly! Butterflies are free, and you can be too with these beautiful home accents from Designer Rugs!

Value: $175
Donor: Designer Rugs

**S-78. How Much is that Doggie (and Piggie) in the Window!**

We are forced to admit that we are OBSESSED with these handmade, hand-dyed, wool animals! In this case, you can be the proud owner of a pet dog and a pet pig that you will never have to feed, clean after, or groom! These guys are incredibly well-behaved, snappy dressers, patient and low key. What are you waiting for? You “Wool” live happily ever after! The End!

Value: $75
Donor: Designer Rugs

**S-79. Bottoms Up!**

When traveling between galaxies, it is best to make “nice” at the local watering holes. Just ask Chewy! You will make friends no matter how far, far away you are with this set of mugs, flasks, and drinking stones. Another donation from the friendly planet of Westlake Ace Hardware!

Set includes 2 Mug and Flask Sets with 2 Drinking Stones.

Value: $40
Donor: Terry Yontz and Westlake Ace Hardware Store
S-80. Lithium, Anyone? Anyone?
Every well-prepared space traveler packs his/her own Makita Lithium Drill for those quick fixes along the stellar highway. Take home this beautiful, lithium-powered drill and Makita it your own!
Value: $160
Donor: Terry Yontz/ Westlake Ace Hardware

S-81. Caped Crusaders (Blue Cape)
Here they come to save the day! Watch your child transform into the best superhero this side of Pluto! (BTW, I miss Pluto!). Your child will don one of these capes and instantly become empowered with daring-do! There’s no problem Keystone Kids can’t enjoy trying to solve! There really is something about putting on a cape!
Value: $45
Donor: Learning Tree Toy Store

S-82. Caped Crusaders (Pink Cape and Tutu)
Here they come to save the day! Watch your child transform into the best superhero this side of Pluto! (BTW, I miss Pluto!). Your child will don one of these capes and instantly become empowered with daring-do! There’s no problem Keystone Kids can’t enjoy trying to solve! There really is something about putting on a cape!
Value: $45
Donor: Learning Tree Toy Store
Live Auction

L-1. Rocket Power!
Show your Thunder Pride by purchasing this rare, signed and framed Mitch McGary jersey. Mitch McGary, in his 2nd year with the OKC Thunder as a power forward after being drafted 21st in the 2014 draft, is making his name as a valuable NBA defensive player.
Donor: OKC Thunder

L-2. The Quintessential OU Experience
Sooner fans look forward to fall for many reasons, but a big part of the anticipation is... OU/Texas!! You too can join in the crimson and cream side on October 8th at the Cotton Bowl in Dallas. This package includes 2 tickets to the game near the 50-yard-line. We make it a complete package with two nights' accommodation at the hotel where the OU delegation stays, so you'll be in the heart of all the action. Also included is a fantastic OU helmet signed by Coach Bob Stoops! Grab it while you can!
Donor: The Dunning Family, Bob Stoops, and Keystone Adventure School and Farm

L-3. Wish Upon a Star!
Your family can be the VIPs at our annual Keystone Spring Campout. Join in the fun without any hassle. When you arrive in VIP style, a tent will be ready for you complete with 2 chairs, a lantern, an inflatable mattress, and a stocked cooler for the night. Striking the tent is even included in the package as we will store the tent and equipment for next year’s lucky winner. Come and enjoy without stress!
Donor: Keystone Adventure School
*Note: The tent and equipment remain the property of Keystone.
Keystone Pentaptych (L-4 through L-9)
I believe that teaching my three children to express themselves safely is an expectation I have as a parent. As an arts educator it is my responsibility to teach it to your children. As a part of the Keystone family, I am committed to bringing these things together. Keystone Pentaptych is perfectly represented with custom hand-cut back and framing, branches, and birds in the finest oak from our resident artist Kent Hathaway. The finest craftsmanship has gone into representing these five works. Without your child’s bird, the work could not be finished. Without your child, the Keystone Pentaptych could not be complete. The frame and branches represent the solid core of excellence that we provide, while the beautifully interpreted birds, hand-painted by each child, represent a center of focus, not only of the art, but also of the school. Without your child, neither would be complete. Five-piece paneled art (that looks great) is incredibly rare. It’s challenging to make it work together. Even more difficult is owning all five pieces to complete the set. We thank you for providing for us the inspiration to create such beautiful works of art. Your kid’s birds look spectacular.

L-4. Marilyn’s Class Panel

L-5. Missy’s Class Panel

L-6. John’s Class Panel

L-7. Amber’s Class Panel

L-8. Serina’s Class Panel
L-9. Spring Forward to Kickstart
Get a head start tonight by springing for the best seats at Keystone’s biggest party of the year. Our fall Kickstart is our signature event! This year’s Beyond the Sidewalk auction was a glittering night to remember. Get a start on next year’s event by reserving a donor table for 8 tonight!
Donor: Keystone Adventure School

L-10. “Example, 2016”
After our fall focus on sculpture and ceramics, we shifted into painting and studied the large images of Georgia O’Keeffe. While teaching the students, I often create my own examples--often dozens of efforts on my own part. I will destroy all but one. “Example, 2016” is the only remaining piece from my Georgia O’Keeffe study with Keystone. The large flower composition is hand-painted on canvas and, per our study, was complemented with ink to identify the different values created by intensities of water. Don’t get it wet!
Donor: Kent Hathaway

L-11. Cocktails and Canvases
The magic of Keystone means our kids are free to paint the roses any color they choose, and now our grown-ups can join in the fun. Keystone parent and artist, Robin Starke, will guide 6-8 adults through the wonderful process of acrylic painting on canvas in the warm friendly environment our children enjoy. The purchasers simply bring a photo they wish to recreate on canvas, and Robin will guide their journey down the rabbit hole to find their inner artist. Also included are cocktails/spirits of choice and a delicious catered dinner in the home of Rick and Jenny Dunning. Bring your photo and your talent! Ask the children; they know that everyone is an artist!
Donor: Rick and Jenny Dunning, Craig and Robin Starke
L-12. Four Weeks of Summer on the Farm
Your child deserves a summer of golden memories, and no place has more summer fun than Keystone. Let your little one keep the magic going by joining Keystone for 4 weeks of “Summer on the Farm.” You get to choose the 4 weeks that you would like. Spread them out; group them together; it’s up to you! Summer on the Farm is a special place for kids to learn new skills, grow their confidence, and make memories with their friends that will last a lifetime.
Value: $1180
Donor: Keystone Adventure School and Farm

I like art to have a good story. I believe in art that is interpretive. I really love art that only I have because it makes me unique. I enjoy showing it to my friends. But most of all, when people comment on art that I own, I love telling its story and how I got it. The “Keystone 2016” is the first of collaborative works under the direction of Keystone’s resident artist Kent Hathaway that is inspired by the 2015 project: Castles and Catapults. While exploring archaic inventions, in secret, we built a working model of a DeVinci catapult. Students loaded acrylic payloads into the wooden machine and launched them at the canvas from upwards of 20’ away. So much inspiration. So much excitement. So much learning. SO MUCH FUN! Created entirely by inspired students with a working DeVinci catapult, “Keystone 2016” and its hand-cut, custom oak frame is the conversation piece of any home or business. And you will be the only one to tell that story.
Donor: The Wild Things of Keystone
L-14. Spring at Guilford Gardens
Enjoy the delights of spring with a special dinner for up to 12 adults at Guilford Gardens (Kamala Gamble’s & Lance Cornman’s home). Your meal will be prepared by Chef Barbara using Guilford Garden’s own produce with a summer garden theme option. Any meat used would be locally sourced and humanely raised/harvested. A garden tour and cooking demonstration are included. The menu and date are determined by Kamala and winner.
Donor: Lance Cornman and Kamala Gamble

L-15. Space Ball
Timing is Everything! We have been given permission to offer a very special item in honor of tonight’s Final Four game. We are offering a signed basketball from the graduating seniors on the OU basketball team. In light of NCAA rules, we cannot receive this ball until the season is closed, nor can we give the names of the players who will be signing the ball. We can say that Coach Lon Kruger will sign, in addition to one or more key players. Use your imagination. Boomer Sooner!
Donor: Rick Dunning and Lon Kruger

L-16. Keystone Goes Cabo!
Isn’t it time to warm up in Cabo San Lucas! Take your special someone to one of the recommended, luxurious hotels on Medano Beach and enjoy a view of the famous Arch. This four-day/three-night trip for two includes a voucher for airfare ($1200.00) and the cost of three nights’ stay at the hotel. Keystone will provide the trip, but the entertainment is up to you! Walk to the best restaurants, shopping and beach activities, make your own arrangements for local fishing and adventure tours nearby, or simply spend your days soaking up those rays!
Donors: Keystone, Rick and Jenny Dunning
Contact: Jenny Dunning
L-17. Rocketship Slide
Keystone's Chris Canning has designed and built a space rocket that will take your child beyond their own sidewalk. This rocket ship will make an amazing addition to your backyard. Creative play flies into action as your child blasts off into space for a tour of the Galaxy. Arriving at their destination, a far off planet, they can evacuate their vehicle via the escape slide and explore the planet's surface while playing in the built in sandbox underneath. Keystone will gladly deliver and set up your child's new rocket slide anywhere in the Oklahoma City metro area.
Donor: Keystone Adventure School and Farm
Keystone Adventure School & Farm admits students of any race, color, religion, or national and ethnic origin. It does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, or national and ethnic origin in the administration of its educational policies, financial aid program, athletic, and other school-administered activities.